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Durable Medical Equipment Prescription
Patient Name:

Address:

Date of Birth

Physician Name:

Diagnosis:

Length of Need: Lifetime of Months Height Weight

A POV/Scooter is covered if:

An optimally-configured manual wheelchair is one with an appropriate wheel base, device wight,

seating options and other appropriate non powered accessories

lnitial allthat Apply

1. Patient has mobility limitation that significantly impairs his/her ability to

participate in one or more mobility-related activities of daily living (MRADLs)

such as toileting, feeding, dressing, grooming, and bathing in customary locations

in the home: and

Explain:

2. Patient's mobility limitation cannot be sufficiently and safely resolved by use

of appropriately fitted cane or walker; and

Explain:

3. Patient does not have sufficient upper extremity function to self-propelan

optimally-configured manual wheelchair in the home to performs MRADL's and

Explain:

4. Use of a POV/scooter will significantly improve patient's ability to participate

in MRADLs and patient will use it in the home;



1. Patient is able to safely transfer on/off the POV/scooter safely

2. Patient is able to operate the tiller system while maintaining postural stability

in the home

3. The home is accessible to the POV( home assessment completed by

vendor(Yes, No) Date of Home assessment

4. The beneficiary's mental capabilities (cognition, judgment) and physical

capabilities(vision)are sufficient for safe mobility using a POV in the home

5. Patient is has not expressed an unwillingness to a POV in the home

6. Use of a POV will significantly improve the beneficiary's ability to participate

in MRADLs and the beneficiary will us it in the home

7. The beneficiary's weight is less than or equal to the weight capacity of the

POV that is provided and greater than or equal to 95%o of the weight capacity of
the next lower weight class POV-i.e.a Heavy Duty POV is covered for a

beneficiary weighing 285-450#, a Very Heavy Duty POV is covered with

beneficiary weight of 428-600#

LTC Wheelchairs 5200 W 78* St. Bloomington, MN 55435

PH952 941-6800 F:952 941-6006

Patient Name: DOB:

Assessment of Need: ( Include home situation, physical limitation and mental capabilities)

Recommendation:

tr POV/Scooter-3 Wheeled (K0800,81230) trAdjustable arms

trPOV/Scooter-4 Wheeled (K0800, E1230) trOther

Therapist/Nurse Initials and Printed Name:

TherapistA{urse S ignature : Date:

Prescribing Physician (Print Name):

Prescribing Physician' s Signature : Date:

Please fax this form back to LTC Wheelchairs at (952\ 941-6006


